
Mobile Connectivity for your XeroxÒ Multifunction Printer 
Gabi Solutions has changed the way you interact with your Xerox® AltaLink® and VersaLink® Multifunction 

Printers (MFP) with the introduction of Gabi Worx. Gabi Worx will enhance your workforce’s mobile 

connectivity to your multifunction printer (MFP) by securely and flawlessly executing MFP functionalities using 

Voice AND Touch.

Gabi Worx provides an immediate onboarding experience and eliminates the user adoption curve while 

providing a gold-standard biometric authentication enhancement from logging into the MFP to the release of 

Secure Prints using their Face or Touch ID, thus providing a Safe, Secure, and AccessibleÔ environment. 

With 77% of today’s workforce spending at least two hours a day on their smartphones, implementing Gabi Worx 

will increase your work efficiency and revolutionize your workforce’s MFP connectivity one command at a time. 
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Product Highlights – What’s Included? 
On top of remaining dedicated to your office environment’s 

safety, Gabi Worx delivers on additional valued propositions 

including:

Voice Capabilities: With Gabi Worx, your users will be able to interact with

your Xerox MFP using nothing but speech using voice-to-command 

capabilities eliminating the need for physical interaction with your MFP – from 

scanning a document to Salesforce to releasing your Secure Print.  

Multifactor Authentication: With a gold-standard authentication, using Face

or Touch ID on the Gabi Worx mobile app, your personnel can interact with 

your MFPs with a higher level of security as opposed to card-based user 

identification on your XeroxÒ MFP. 

Multilingual Capabilities: Powered by IBM Watson®, Gabi Worx supports up

to 13 different languages for in-app connectivity allowing you and your 

workforce a flawless interaction from the start with their native language on 

display and Spanish or English voice-to-command capabilities. 

Series Connectivity:  Allow your workforce to establish a flawless connection

with your workplace fleet, exclusive to Xerox’s AltaLinkÒ and VersaLinkÒ Series, using nothing but their smartphone device.  

That’s right, no additional hardware required!  Learn more about your series functionality on the next page… 

Why Choose Gabi Worx? 

Safe, Touchless Connectivity: Office equipment typically host 10 to 15x more bacteria than the surrounding
office environment. With Gabi Worx, your users can access from the palm of their hands what they normally have 

on their MFP’s touch screen interface.  

By providing your workforce with a safe and secure alternative to Swipe Cards, Keyboards or Touchscreen 
interfaces – the alternative is a familiar device, their smartphone plus Gabi Worx – your liability risk diminishes 

and our employee safety increases. 
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Series Functionality & Feature Comparison 

Gabi Worx supports both Xerox AltaLinkÒ and VersaLinkÒ Series MFPs. Here’s a brief review of what your users can 
access through Worx on each model within your fleet! We’re always looking to enhance each Gabi product line 

and will be pushing updates for Worx based on the product roadmap. 

Please visit www.gabisolutions.com/updates for the latest news and updates from Gabi Solutions! 

Xerox VersaLinkÒ  Series Xerox AltaLinkÒ  Series 

Copy & Print* 

Scan to Email 

Xerox Secure Prints 

Submit Help Tickets 
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Gabi Worx Xerox Workplace 

Secure Print Voice 

Secure Voice 
Commands 

Scan to Dropbox* 

Scan to Salesforce* 

13 Languages  in App

Biometric Login 
& Secure Print

Touchless Access 

Dictation & Voice 
Tickets
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Secure by Design 
Your security and privacy should always be top priority, which is why Gabi Solutions is proud to announce its 

safe, secure and accessible voice to command technology is backed by not one, but four patents issued by the 
USPTO focused on user-centric content and its technology flow. 

Zero Digital Footprint. No Eavesdropping. Guaranteed.
As shown in the above figure, your users will issue a whitelisted command targeted to their XeroxÒ MFP from 
their smartphone using our patented technology, which is then recycled and never stored by any Gabi device 

differentiating our virtual assistant against the rest. 

Regulations & Compliance 
In a continuation of enforcing the protection of your data and privacy, Gabi’s touchless, voice to command 

technology is backed by Domestic and International privacy regulations including: 
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To learn more about Gabi Worx and Gabi Solutions, visit www.gabisolutions.com 

Competitive Advantage 
If you’re wondering how Gabi, the preferred virtual assistant for your Xerox device compares to the rest, look no 

further than the competitive comparison below to understand how Worx is your go-to solution for Voice and Security 

Available Today! 
Gabi Worx is available for Apple iOS and Android smartphone 
devices. Our app can be accessed from the Apple App Store 

or Google Play eliminating any onboarding concerns. 
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“How Secure is the Competition?” 
It’s no secret many virtual assistants have received a bad reputation with the general public from audio recordings 

being stored and obtained without your knowledge, which leaves us asking: How secure is the competition? 

Gabi leaves ZERO digital footprint with no eavesdropping, but why is that important? Here are some articles from 
reputable resources highlighting some risks regarding other virtual assistants on the market today emphasizing 

why our solution is a game changer. 

“64% of Study Respondents Report Print-Related Breaches” 

“Why Amazon’s Alexa for Business is a Terrible Idea”  

“Alexa, Are You Invading My Privacy?” 

“The Terrible Truth About Alexa” 

“Amazon’s Alexa Never Stops Listening to You” 

“Is Amazon Alexa Safe?” 

“Is Google Home Listening to Me?” 

“Apple Siri’s Eavesdropping Puts Millions of Users at Risk” 

*Amazon’s Alexa for Business is offered by Sharp and Ricoh for their Office/Business Printers 




